
Mixing 2: Organizing Mixes
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Managing Effects in Multiple Tracks 
•  Goals 

– Apply different amounts of reverb or delay to 
those elements farther back on the stage 
•  More “wet” = back      More “dry” = closer 

– Be able to change an effect variable, and have 
it proportionately affect every track 
•  All sounds appear to be in the same “room” 
•  Adjusting a variable on every track would be tedious 

– and mistakes would be easy to make 
– Avoid a heavy CPU load that comes with 

multiple reverb insert instances 
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Adding an Effects Channel 
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Reverb plug-in 
insert, (always 
set to full “wet”) 

Space for 
optional plug-ins 
(“inserts”), such 
as EQ for control-
ing the tone of 
the reverb 

Fader sets the 
total amount of 
wet reverb for 
the whole mix 

The name you 
chose for this FX 
channel 

The name of 
the destination 
FX channel 
Drag the blue line 
to set how much 
of this channel’s 
sound is sent to 
the FX (reverb). 
More blue = more 
“wet” reverb for 
this channel. 

Fader sets how 
much “dry” 
sound is sent 
to the main 
mix. 

Identifies this as an 
effects channel 

Click on + to create an FX channel 
or to select an existing one 
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•  A “group” or “sub-group” is a number of 
channels that share common editing. 
Examples… 

•  One fader can control the levels of all the drum 
tracks, proportionally to the original balance 
drum to drum. 

•  All and only the backup vocals can have the 
same denser reverb, or a flange effect applied. 

– Large scale mix changes are easy to do.  
•  “More percussion, more guitars, more vocals”, 

are now very easy to try. 

Grouping Channels 
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Grouping Channels in Studio 1 
First select the channels you want to include. 
Then right-click on one of them as below. 
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Grouped Channels in Studio 1 
Output of this 
channel/group 
is to the main 
mix. 

Icon indicates 
this channel is 
part of a group. 

Moving one 
fader moves 
them all. 
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Option: Adding a Bus Channel 
–  Channel outputs usually go directly to the 

main stereo output. Instead, they can be sent 
to a separate bus channel. 

–  A bus channel is created for each category of 
tracks: drums, sopranos, tenors, etc. 

–  Channels routed to the bus no longer go to 
the main mix! 

–  The bus channel output goes to the main mix. 
(That is similar to an FX channel.) 

–  The convenience of being able to balance 
groups is maintained. 

–  Levels for individual tracks can still be 
adjusted without affecting a whole group.  
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Bus Compression 
•  A final, overall compression 

– Almost always done in pop music
– Required in commercials

•  Compresses the final stereo mix
– Often with a multi-band 

compressor
– Sometimes compress twice (use 

two compressors) with 2-3 dB each
–  Option: use a limiter with high threshold 

first, to control little transient peaks. 
Then the compressor follows.
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•  Urban Style Pop
•  Live instruments replaced with samples & synthesizers
•  Typically uses many effects layers – complex mixes
•  Moderate-high compression –“punchy and aggressive” – 

added to individual channels and mix buss
•  EQ energy both high and low + details in 30-60 Hz range

–  Best done with individual track edits, as in bass, kick, percussion
•  Commercial Style (as in TV ads)

•  Highest compression – never gets quiet
–  First compress key tracks, as melody and beat
–  Also apply buss compression, perhaps twice? But keep it just short 

of overdoing it.
•  Hz range limited - can be played on 3” TV speakers
•  Nothing between 30-60 Hz 

–  Best to EQ bass & Kick than try to do this on the buss.
•  Nashville Style

•  Works hard to appear simple - balanced EQ, few layers
–  Gentle, musical compression lets through some dynamics
–  Aural space between instruments – Make space with EQ - use 
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